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SOUTHERN PINES, North Carolina 

(DOD) – A revitalized Michael “The Chairman” 

Wood breezed to an easy victory today in the 28th edition of the Southern Pines Invitational, 
winning by a whopping eight points.  In so doing, Wood won his sixth Turtle trophy, the most in 
history.  The twelve years since his last victory also breaks the record for the longest drought 
between wins.  Firing a stellar final round of plus five on the final Day also got him a share of 
first in the daily pool.  Wood had wrested the lead from son, Abe “The Ghost” Wood, on Day 
Three and never looked back.  Though The Ghost could not hold onto the Turtle, he did manage 
to edge Norm “The Total Package Templeton” for the Templeton Cup.  When it was over, the 
Wood boys had the only scores in positive territory, laying waste to the rest of the field, who 
found themselves truly “Woodswept.”  It was a dominating team performance that is likely to be 
long remembered. 
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After 2017’s dwindled field, the Tournament Directors had hoped to Make the Golf Trip 
Great Again!™ by assembling four new players and inviting the return of two cagey veterans.  
Newcomer Luis “The Cuban Missile” Bustamante lent a Latin flair with his exciting Doug 
Sandersesque swing.  He was joined by son and first-time player Travis “The Natural” 
Bustamante, who continued the influx of younger talent.  The first appearance of the 
Bustamantes marked the fourth father/son duo to compete in the Southern Pines Invitational. 

Another first time player was young Ryan “Atlas” McNally, who hoped to 
circumnavigate his way around the Southern Pines track in search of the Turtle.  An unknown 
quantity, he teamed with Jeff “Sir Title Lock” McCall.  Having last played in 1999, Sir Title 
Lock’s interregnum was the longest in tournament history.  The Directors dusted off the archives 
to find his initial point quota of 13 based on his last competitive round—just under the 20-year 
statute of limitations. 

Rounding out the first-time players was Mike “Hoppa” Penland.  Hoppa is an 
experienced competitor who many believed could get hot enough to compete for the Templeton 
Cup.  Hoppa teamed with wily veteran Dennis “Wilford Brimley” McClane, who returned after a 
three-year layoff.  McClane’s initial quota and senior tee locations made him excellently 
positioned for a run at his first Turtle. 

The Templeton Cup competition looked wide open with the absence of defending 
Champion Greg “Stone Cold” Goddard.  Goddard and tour regular Richard “The Envy” Matlock 
omitted the trip in 2018 to attend, of all things, weddings, thus violating Rule 3 of “The “Nine 
Worst Excuses for Missing the Golf Trip.™”  Thus, Norm “The Total Package” Templeton 
appeared well positioned to finally claim the trophy that bears his name.  Playing partner Dan 
“The Man” Moore entered the fray with an inflated quota after finishing in the top three for the 
last three years.  He looked to be hard pressed to continue that string. 
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Greg “The Loguemeister” Logue bounced back from a ninth place finish in 2016 to claim 
the Turtle for the fifth time in his career in 2017, holding off Moore in a Sunday duel.  His 2018 
quota was still manageable enough to claim a repeat.  Logue’s playing partner Michael “The 
Hoser” Moser had another dismal year in 2017, posting a ninth place finish.  He hoped to 
overcome nagging back problems with a quota that appeared right for a run at the Turtle in 2018. 

Back for his third Turtle Hunt was Jonathan “Mayhem” Greer.  His desire for the Turtle 
had not waned despite last place finishes in his only two appearances.  After finally registering 
an RVF score on Day Three in 2017, his quota looked to have reached equilibrium.  Mayhem 
once again teamed with Carlton “The Senator” Logue.  Now a tour regular, The Senator hoped to 
improve on a sixth place finish in 2017.  

Abe “The Ghost” Wood surpassed his old man with a fifth place finish in 2017.  The 
Ghost appeared well positioned to contend in 2018 for both the Turtle and the Cup.  Soldiering 
on despite the absence of Stone Cold was Toby “Hoss Cartwright” Hyke.  Still formidable, 
Hoss’s starting quota left him in a good place to compete for the Turtle, even though he had not 
played since November. 
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As for The Chairman, the end of the Calcutta appeared to have 
taken a huge toll.  The old Calcutta had been a mainstay of the 
Tournament since the Seabrook trips in 1998-99.  Wood’s brainchild, 
the Calcutta appeared to rejuvenate interest in the Golf Trip, which was 
on the wane at the time.  The Calcutta ran its course by 2016, however, 
and the Directors decided to end the practice in 2017.  Seeing his 
progeny decimated, the decision to end the Calcutta seemed to devastate 
Wood.  The result was a disastrous tenth place (out of 11) performance 
for the Chairman in 2017. 

Going into 2018, Wood’s quota was as close to the Mendoza Line as it had been since the 
old Myrtle Beach days.  Golf Trip old-timers remember the early days of the Golf Trip, when 
Wood regularly pulled three points a Day and occasionally teed off with a putter.  Since then, 
Wood had worked hard to become the most improved player on Tour, routinely joining the 20-
point club.  The end of the Calcutta seemed to leave Wood in the doldrums, however, resulting in 
his disastrous performance in 2017.  The upside for the Chairman was a reduced quota for 2018, 
which boded well for the man whose craving for the Turtle knows no bounds. 

The Logue contingent, including Moser, Moore, McCall, and McNally, set out for 
Southern Pines on Wednesday.  Only Logue and Moore were able to get in a practice round at 
Pine Needles on Wednesday afternoon, joining up with a couple of gomers from Atlanta.  The 
others met them for dinner at the Pine Needles In the Rough Lounge before retiring to the 19th

Hole cabin near the Pine Needles first tee.  
It was there that they were feted by Logue 
with his specially blended wine from Napa 
Valley, dubbed Loguemeister’s Turtle 
Worthy, complete with custom label.  The 
wine was indeed worthy of its name, as 
the players enjoyed it and a little Stanley 
Cup Playoffs action on TV.  The Senator 
and Mayhem joined them late from 
Pennsylvania in anticipation of the start of 
the Invitational on Thursday.   
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The start of the Tournament on Thursday saw the field two players light, as Templeton 
and Travis “The Natural” Bustamante could not arrive until late Thursday evening due to 
business commitments.  Their plans were to make up their first rounds on Friday afternoon.  That 
necessitated three threesomes for the Thursday round:  Moore played with McClane and 
Penland, Hoss played with the Wood Boys, and The Cuban Missile went off with Atlas and Title 
Lock.  The Logues and their partners made up the only foursome for the day.   

During Thursday’s round, the players encountered on the course numerous examples of 
the indigenous Southern Pines Fox Squirrel (Sciurus niger niger).  Atlas made the mistake 
common to many first time visitors to the area, pointing out to The Cuban Missile the numerous 
wild American Minks (Neovison vison) roaming the woods.  Though similar in appearance, the 
taxonomy of Sciurus niger niger is unlike that of Neovison vison, chiefly due to the winter fur of 
Neovison being denser, longer, softer, and more close-fitting than that of Sciurus.  Thus, Sciurus
is not as valued in the manufacture of apparel as Neovison.  Unfortunately for Atlas, The Cuban 
Missile is the last person to whom a mistaken remark should be directed.  Atlas heard about it for 
the rest of the trip and has now earned the unfortunate moniker “The Mink Wrangler.” 

As to substantive matters, the round was played under ideal conditions with The 
Chairman giving no hint of things to come.  Managing the circuit in a respectable but not 
audacious plus one, the Chairman set in at fourth place.  The day belonged to Son Abe, who 
claimed the pot and took the early lead at plus four.  The Senator and Mayhem surprised, 
showing early form at plus three and two respectively.  For Mayhem, it was another notch on his 
RVF belt.  No other player could manage a positive score for the round. 
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Following Thursday’s round the players retreated to the Pine Needles dining room.  
There they were entertained by the elucidations of Chairman Wood along with the medal 
presentation to newcomers Mike “Hoppa” Penland, Atlas, and The Cuban Missile.  As always 
dinner was grand, after which the players retired for an early evening in preparation for the 
second round at Mid Pines.  

On Friday morning, the Players found themselves joined by The Total Package, who had 
arrived late Thursday evening, along with The Natural, who rode in early Friday morning.  The 
weather was bright and brisk as the second round commenced on the Mid Pines course.  
Chairman Wood continued his fine play, claiming first in the daily contest with a steady plus 
three.  The Ghost followed up in second place at plus two, while Dennis “Wilford Brimley” 
McClane claimed third at plus one.  Again, scoring was sparse, as no other player could achieve 
a positive round.  After two days of play, The Ghost still found himself in first place but with 
Papa Wood gaining ground. 

11 Clubhouse Dr., Freeport, FL 32439
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That evening over dinner in the Mid Pines dining room, Chairman Wood once again 
regaled the players with tall tales and lies, including a toast honoring all the Players who have 
gone before.  With The Natural now in attendance, the Loguemeister repeated the medal award 
ceremony for him.   

Saturday morning’s round at Pine Needles found itself conducted under splendid 
conditions--a bit cool in the morning and warming by afternoon.  Saturday’s round is 
traditionally moving day.  This year was no exception, however most of the movement was in 
reverse.  Only four players managed positive scores, including Chairman Wood, who would once 
again grab the winner’s pot and the overall lead with a plus three.  He was followed by Hoser 
Moser who carded a neat plus two.  Brimley and The Cuban Missile landed tied for third at plus 
one.  At the end of the day Wood found himself in the lead by two over son Abe.  No other 
player was within six shots of the lead.  In an unusual twist Mayhem and Greer discovered 
themselves in fourth and fifth places respectively. 

That evening found the Chairman a bit melancholy and sanguine about sleeping on the 
lead.  Being the tour veteran that he is, Wood had seen many players go down in flames on the 
treacherous Mid Pines track on a Sunday afternoon.  He was determined not to let that happen 
again.  

Sunday dawned again to sunny but cool conditions--the weather for the entire trip was 
magnificent.  Playing in the last group with The Ghost, The Chairman handled the difficult 
scoring conditions with aplomb, finishing the day at plus five, tied with Hoss Cartwright for the 
daily win.  The Ghost limped home at minus one, still enough to hold off Templeton by four 
points for the Cup.  It was The Package’s worst performance on the Golf Trip, likely attributable 
to the late arrival on Thursday and the resulting minus six on Friday morning.  His hopes for the 
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Cup dashed once again, Templeton will have to try yet another time.  Moser closed with a tidy 
plus three to grab third, but still minus one for the week.  

Overall, Sunday’s round produced the most positive scores, likely due however, to the 
reduced quotas suffered by everyone for the prior three Days.  In the end the Chairman’s plus 
five was decisive, leading to an eight point cakewalk for his sixth Turtle.  His two and one half 
wins on the week along with half a share of second resulted in a remarkable RVF of 41.25, 
which may be a record.  Paired with the Ghost’s 22.50 RVF, there was no doubt about the 
superiority of the Wood team over the balance of the field.  The Woods’ nearly 64% share of the 
overall winnings is a record of team dominance that is unlikely to be replicated.   

Said the Chairman Wood following the tournament “I’m just happy to still be able to 
participate in this marvelous event.  I just hope it doesn’t take another twelve years to win the 
Turtle again.”  Playing like he did this year, that seems unlikely.  Congratulations to Chairman 
Michael Wood, the 2018 Southern Pines Invitational Champion. 



 


